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Stone Temple Pilots’ Wicked Garden inbloom

By: BRUCE MATLOCK

After eight years, the Stone Temple 
Pilots have returned. 

Scott Weiland, the Deleo brothers 
along with drummer Eric Kretz returned 
to St. Louis for a fun filled Sunday show 
booked as their “Wicked Garden”

The only thing that turned out to be 
“wicked” however, was the first intensely 
hot show of the summer, opening bands 
Chevelle, and Saliva openly accepted the 
heat, often dousing the crowd with ice 
cold bottled water.

Once the sun was down however, 
STP ignited the party. The band strolled 
on stage around 9:20 and brought the 
90s’ with them. Weiland & Co. were 
seemingly unaffected by the heat, 
showing up on stage heavily dressed, and 
smoking more than drinking.

The band spoke little out side the 
normal songly thank you’s, but who 
could blame them for not being very 
enthused coming from playing in front 
of nearly 50,000 people in Kansas City 

to playing in front of slightly over 8,000 
tired, sunburnt fans.

Though the venue was under half 
full, you couldn’t tell it from the bands 
presence. Weiland skulked the stage and 
played off the rest of the band, often 
climbing up the stage monitors, and 
requesting the crowd sing along.

The band put on a visually enthralling 
show, playing mostly hits including 
“Interstate Love Song”, “Big Empty”, 
“Sour Girl”, “Vasoline”, and “Wicked 
Garden”, which all went over extremely 
well at the alternative rock radio 
sponsered show.

Wieland did often seem slightly out 
of place, offering slurred, pointlessly 
prolonged stories about recording in the 
south. 

As soon as the music started however, 
he showed why he is often thought of as 
one of the best rock front men from the 
90s’.

The Deleo brothers who have been 
on tour together with Filter singer 
Richard Patrick, seemed exceptionally 

comfortable with Weiland, despite 
there disputes that led to the breakup 
originally.

Slightly lesser known songs “Big 
Bang Baby” and “Lady Picture Show” 
seemed to go over really well with the 
diehards. 

Just when you thought the band had 
run out of hits Weiland and co. came 
firing back out for an deluge of hits in 
the encore including “Sex Type Thing”, 
Trippin’ On a Whole in a Paper Heart”, 
and “Dead and Bloated”.

Though age, years of touring with 
Velvet Revolver, and drug abuse may 
have slowed him down, and forced him 
to sing some songs an octave lower, 
Weiland remains one of the best in the 
buisness.

As a huge fan of the 90s’, one can 
only hope the band can stick together, 
and as promised record a new album 
after the tour.

If you want a second chance to run 
through the bands wicked garden, they 
will be in Memphis this fall.


